**APPLICATION USES SD and USB Insert instructions**

1. Turn on the power.
2. Turn the LINE IN/NFP and MASTER button to the minimum level.
3. Insert a SD card or USB memory storage device.
4. Turn the LINE IN/NFP and MASTER button to a suitable level respectively.

**Note:** MP3, Mpeg, DivX, and PC can’t be read by USB. You may connect them by BLUETOOTH or LINE IN function. **Bluetooth Usage**

**MIC Directions**

1. Turn on the power.
2. Turn the MIC IN/NFP and MASTER button to the minimum level.
3. Keep pushing the MIC button to find BLUE.
4. When in BLUE mode, the display will show BLUE.
5. Connect the device with BLUETOOTH function.
6. Turn the MIC IN/NFP and MASTER button to a suitable level respectively.

**LINE IN Mode**

1. Turn on the power.
2. Turn the LINE IN/NFP and MASTER button to the minimum level.
3. Connect the main source into the RCA inputs marked LINE IN.
4. Turn the LINE IN/NFP and MASTER button to a suitable level respectively.

You can use the LINE IN function when you wish to link up an additional stereo signal source without the use of a mixer console. Like CD players, DVD DVD players, TV players etc. **Note:** Remember to turn up the volume of the connected device to a suitable level for a good sound effect.